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The New Materialism
Ed Halter

ofart has, by now long accepted film and video into its domain. But the art
world has taken less care to address experimental cinema on its own terms, as a practice
constituting a tradition with its own sets ofaesthetics, in some ways informed by the history of

The expanded field

ideas that emerged from painting, sculpture, and performance, but nonetheless autonomous
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and distinct. One of the central concerns of the field has long been the material basis of
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cinema itself.The modernist project - investigating the irreducible elements ofthe art form
remains an jmportant one for experimental cjnema, but the terms ofthis investigation and
their significance have evolved overtjme.

Consider a nearly-forgotten debate that took place in the 1970s, between thinkers based in
NewYork and London,around the notion ofstructural filmmaking,and jts relationship to how
experimental cinema functions today.The concept of'structural film'origjnates in the writjngs
of historian P Adams Sjtney,who used the term to describe what he saw as a new tendency,
arisjng in the mid-1960s, in the films of Paul Sharits, Andy Warhol, Hollis Frampton, George
LandowTony Conrad, Michael Snow and others."Theirs is a cinema of structure,'Sitney wrote

in 1969,"in which the shape ofthe whole film is predetermined and simplified,and it is that
shape that is the primal impression ofthe film:r For Sitney, structural film provided not a
window into the artistic self, as previous experimental fllmmakjng had done, but a more
exclusively phenomenologjcal experience,an exploration ofa purely cinematic space-time
gestalt, divorced from the mythopoeic narratives of the post-war American avant-garde.
Annette Michelson's writing on Snow in '1971 pushed this concept further,arguing that his film
Wovelength 11967\ ptovided a grand metaphor of human consciousness, thereby reaching a
new plateau within the field,as she had designated it,of'advanced cinemai2

l6mm filmmaking enjoys a vogue in the art world, and structural film remains one of
the dominant frameworks through which we think about radicalfilm form,frequently invoked

Today,

by critics and curators as shorthand forvarious kinds ofstripped-down formalism.Though this
broader usage threatens to empty the term of its former philosophical weigh!it is apt in other

ways.lt can illuminate an often-obscured lineage between film and art traditions.Artists ofthe
1970s who turned to film and videqsuch as Richard serra, EillViola, or Joan Jonas,did so only
after creative possibilities for the moving image had been challenged and expanded by

structural film. In turn, the structural change after 1966 helped bring avant-garde film into
closer dialogue with the visual arts,then focused on exploring parallel practices in minimal art
and conceptualism. (Despite this co-mjngling,a boundary remains in place toda, blurred but
nonetheless presenlwith avant-garde filmmakers on one sjde representing the legacy of Stan
Brakhage and Maya Deren,and on the other,'artists'film and video:a subset ofstudio practice,
and part of the expansion of painting and sculpture into new territories.This distinction is
often reinforced by the separation of curatorial divisions withjn museums,and ofdepaftments
within the academy.)
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n the decade after the naming of structural film, however, peter Gidal and Malco m LeGrlce
two centralfigures in the London Filmmakers'Co op,strongly criticized the Sltney-Miche so.
paradigm,and responded with polemlca counterdefinitions.lnhisj9T6essay,TheoryanC

Definition of Structural / Materialist Fi mlcidal agrees with Sitney and Michelson thar thtnk n9
about the contemporary avant garde demands a reva uatlon of the re ationship of content t.
form, but warned that "one must beware not to let the construct, the shape, take the p ace oi

the'story'ln narratlve fi mlThe American concept ofstructura f lrn, he demanded, had noi
gone far enouqh ln lts critique
Structu
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"attempts to be non
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us on ist,,by employ ng 'devjce!

that result n der.ystification or attempted demystification of the film

process,la Th
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demystification occurred on the leve ofthe marerials of filmmakinq itsell,,The cjialecr c of the
film is estab ished in that space of tension between materia ist f atness, grain,light, movement

and the supposed reality that is represented" Gidal p roposed. ,,Conseq uently a cont n!a
attempt to destroy the ll usion s necessaryl But as Gida 's Marxist vocabulary would suggesr
the questlon of materia ism was for him one of not rnerely the physica stuff of ce lu oid bL:
the conditions of production. He dec ared that "each film
not a reproduction) of its own .naklng15
a so

sa

record (not a reoTesentat on

LeGrice explicated a slmi ar theory in his t 978 essay'Marerial, Materia ity, Materialismi asserring

that the materia base of c nema consisted not merely of its means of production but the
moment of exhibition what he called "the projection situation as materia event,l6 ,Th,. aims
of realism and (Marxist) material sm have a ways assumed the need to present ancl take

account of the actual state of affairs," LeGrice argued "ln this respect, apperception of the
current reality within the film viewing situation might be considered as a model situation in
which materialist consciousness might be initiated.'7
paradoxwithin the Gidal/ LeGrice lvlarxist spin on structuralfilm, hinging on the role of
the cinematic experience as metaphor - a desire that the film must represent nothing but itsell
but at the same time must evoke the history of its own making, and by extension a metanarrative of the processes of production ln greater society The event of materialist film comes to
stand in for the tinematic apparatus'as whole, which in turn serves as a synecdoche for the
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industrial model of production in all of society. Gidal and LeGrice may have critiqued the New
York critics for substituting narrative for shape, but the Londoners themselves replaced the
American allegory of individual consciousness with a i\,4arxist allegory of class consciousness

the 1970s saw the final iterations of the twentieth-century avant-garde's
'utopian'belief in the effective political power of radlcalform - as ifsuch an experience would in
(Here as elsewhere,

itselfengender real alterations in the structures of power, i(espective ofthe content of the work)
Despite its ideological nature, Gidal's critique contains a valuable observation To restate: 'the
dialectic of the film is estab ished in that space of tension between rnaterialist flatness, grain,
light, movement,and the supposed reality that is represented."s Herehealludestotheplayof
surfaces so often seen in the post-1966 avant-garde - the dirty frames of Kurt Kren' the scrapes
and burns of Paul Sharits, the repetitive loops and off-kilter printing of LeGrice. Harsh formal
elements that reject the Brakhagean ideal of poetic expression in favor of perceptual
disruption, signal-jarnming fllrn's traditional use of representational photograph, and shifting
the role ofthe image from that ofwindow to canvas.Gidal implicitly argues,contra Sitnetthat
the stress is not on the shape of the film as a whole, but the cognitive effects produced by
these moments of tension.

After the 1970s, Gidal! writings have garnered a reputation as absolutist and doctrinaire,
demanding a cinematic and political purism.Yetthere are important elementsto histheorythat
should be salvaqed.Gidal chooses to describe the effects of materialist film in l\,4arxist terms, but
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one might more accurately relate it to Wittgenstein! idea of,noticing an aspectl described in
Philosophical lnvestigofloni: the experience of being able to see an object first one way,then
another, as we do with certain optical illusions,like a drawing that, seen in one manner, portrays
a duck, and seen in anothet a rabbit. Such an experience isn,t primarily metaphorical, however,
and strikes us as something in between real and imagined, as Wttgenstein writes,,,the flashing
of an aspect on us seems halfvisual experience halfthouqhtp
The question one might now ask is,why has recent experimental cinema chosen so frequently
to produce this particular experience? Those who followed avant-garde film into the 1990s and

will know that practices such as scratching, bleaching, painting, emul5ion-lifting, optical
printing, hand-processing, and various other means of altering the surface of celluloid, have
becorne increasingiy common.The list of notable films that fall under this rubric rs enormous:
Peggy Ahwesh's lhe Co lot of Love (1994),Naomi Uman:' Removed (:|ggg), .le n n ifer Reevesb Fedr o/
later,

8iu5hn9 (200l), Christina Batlle's Buffolo Lifts (2004), Elke Groen! Iito-Mafe,oi (1998),Glen Fogel!
Endless Obsession (2000), PeterTscherkassky's lnstructionsfot o Light and Sound lvachine (2005),
Roger Beebe's IE IX Donce (2006), and Luth et ptice's Inkbtot #40: S/eep (2Ot j ).These are only a

handful of the contemporary l6mm and 35mm works that have engaged with this new
materialism, often to widely different ends

-

political critique,gender subversion, autobiography,

rhlthmic beauty.
The rise of digital technology and the demise of analogue media have been cjted to the point
of clichd in attempts to contextualize the recent materialism in avant-garde film, with claims

that artists and viewers have gained a renewed awareness offilm as its own medium as it faces
increasing marginalization.r0 The language employed to talk about experimental film turns to
artisanal metaphors of the 'hand-crafted'and 'hand-madei There is an irony, of course, in usrng
pre-industrial metaphors for cinema,which can be thought ofas a paradigmatically industrial
technology. Eut the evocation ofthe hand becomes a meaningful way to reference the artist,s

own body, and by extension the idea offilm
grow age, deca, and die

-

as a physical

substance,akin to sculptor,s clay or a
to think of film itself as an organic entity, something that can
ideas intimately entwined with the millennial death of flim,and the

weaver's textiles.The leap here

is
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concomitant issues of film preservation and archivinq,which have qarnered more attention in
the last decade.The physical stuff of film, made strange in an age of immaterial electronic
images, encourages the contemplation of change and chance, birth and death - bringing us
far indeed from the disembodied phenomenology proposed by structural film. lndeed,
evocations of Eros andThanatos pervade the fin-de-sidcle films mentioned above.
Nevertheless, our current fascination with the arcane celluloid strip involves its own measure of
cultural fantasy. Artists like Ahwesh, Reeves, Fogel and Beebe blend analogue and digital

production processes in making their workcomplicating the new materialist deske for the altered
strip of film as an authentic thinq in itself. ln any case, the projected image has never been
anything but the ephemeral end-effect ofa larger pro€ess that,for the viewer, is largely conjectural,
if imagined at all.And the feelings now mapped onto our ideas ofanalogue and digital - the
former as warm, human, tactile and the latter as cold, mathematical, abstract - will prove
themselves historically contingent.rr But today, the flickering 'as-if'of new materialism's optical
dialectic feels fundamentally appropriate for a medium all too aware of its own ephemerality.
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These argum€nts occur in many coniemporary programme notes for and Gviews of experimental

fi

lms, by

myselfand

othe6.gut for a no.€ eltended analysis ofthis concept, seeTe$Takahashi3After the Deaih of Film:Wdtlng the N.tu6l
wo/d r rhe Dq'ta pqe: y,rblp t onqloge 42t .2ffr8
The nrsr veEion of th s essay was wrinen in 2009, blt never published. Later ihat y€ar, I wote a seq!€l of ertt enritl€d'The
ofElecronictdealing with materialism n digital artworks, commissioned by c! rator Domenico Oua ranta for his
^,1atter
ethibition
'Play ist Piayinq Ganes, Music, Art'at Laboral, Gion, Span. The essay is now available online at
htrp//vagleteGln.nevconrenV20l o/ozm.nerelectlonics or
hnp'//domenicoquaranta.com/pub iclpdf^ABoraLRev *a_PLAYL|Slpdf.

